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Writing is perhaps the greatest of human inventions, binding together people, citizens of distant epochs, who never knew one another. –Carl Sagan

Writing about astronomy

In a recent paper, Garland & Ratay (2007) outlined an instructional method for teaching writers the basic principles of astronomy. Their techniques signalled a departure from conventional methods because the strategy was not based on laboratory testing and experiments; their method was literary. Students were given the task of writing about astronomy to learn about astronomy, a method that successfully reached a group of beginning writers. Their premise was based on the assumption that language is an ideal platform for shaping the abstract into the concrete. This is not as counterintuitive as it may appear because writing nudges an author into a sense of understanding and forced concentration. It is not unusual for an author to admit to having a clearer picture of a problem after writing. For reasons not entirely understood, the writing process can draw clarity from confusion. But writing is not always so elegant. In fact, the most common problem with writing of any sort, especially when the topic is astronomy, is lack of clarity. One of the stock concerns for any writing instructor addresses the common problem of verbal confusion. Unclear writing, so the saying goes, is a sure sign of unclear thinking. Even a seasoned veteran of clear and concise prose must acknowledge this issue, since writing is nothing if not the process of communication.

But rather than teaching astronomy through writing, our goal is to teach writing through astronomy. The similarity is actually quite close. As professors who are responsible for teaching effective writing in science and technology, it is our goal to teach the elements of good prose through the equally interesting elements of science. Astronomy, it turns out, is an ideal platform for our cause. It even turns out that many of our astronomy writers learn something about physics.

Survival of the clearest

Language is a critical dimension of human nature, one that separates us from all other animals (Pinker, 2005). True, other animals are thought to have at least some rudimentary ability to exchange information. Whales can send sonic waves across an entire ocean. Elephants trumpet their tunes across miles of arid plains. Birds chirp in sweet and melodic song. But only humans have the ability to use language to communicate the cosmos, which is why clarity and conciseness are so important.

Deborah Blum is a Pulitzer Prize-winning science journalist and professor of science writing at the University of Wisconsin at Madison. In her edited collection, A Field Guide for Science Writers, Blum outlines a series of key principles for effectively communicating complex topics (2006). Many of the principles outlined in Blum’s book concern most forms of applied writing, but three points are particularly useful for writing about astronomy. Consider the following principles, each of which is designed to refine a complex topic into its most essential parts (2006):

- use clear and concrete prose;
- when possible, rely on non-examples;
- use analogies and metaphors.

The first principle, clarity and concreteness, addresses a reader’s need to latch onto a

Summary

This paper outlines our strategy for explaining good writing through astronomy. The overarching goal of our paper is to connect the field of astronomy with the process of writing and to demonstrate how writing about astronomy can produce writers who also learn about astronomy.
Similes and metaphor are two types of literary techniques known as tropes, distinguished only by a minor difference (Kövesces, 2002; Lakoff & Johnson, 2001). Metaphor is when one thing can be substituted for another. Item A can replace item B because both have identical properties. A simile is when one thing is likened to another. Item A is said to be like B because they have similar, but different properties. Many people use the word metaphor when they really mean simile, but this is an unimportant technical distinction. The point here is to remember that both simile and metaphor have long been used (at least since Aristotle) to explain one thing in terms of something else.

Our strategy for teaching effective astronomy writing is based on using simile and metaphor as part of a three-stage process. The first stage begins with a simple idea. The second stage builds on the original idea. The third and final stage combines elements from the first two stages to create a clear and accessible image for the reader. Although the exercise is based on developing good writing skills, most writers walk away from the project with a deeper understanding of the cosmos (or in this instance, superstrings). Consider the following three-part example, which is taken from an exercise whereby writers assemble a method for explaining string theory to a general reader.

**Step 1 (build the foundation):** The first stage entails splitting a complex problem into two parts (we aim to do this with most scientific topics). Although some problems require a third perspective, the issue of string theory fits neatly within a dual framework. Thus, writers are then asked to outline the two sets of seemingly incompatible laws defining the Universe — the smoothness of Einstein's theory of gravity and the jitteriness of quantum mechanics. Students are then asked to briefly define these two theories, gravity and quantum mechanics, in terms of everyday experience.

**Step 2 (layer detail):** The second stage entails overlaying some complexity onto the first stage. In this instance, writers are asked to add detail to their original example by equaling each kind of physics as a distinct kind of "musical language". Novice writers accomplished this task by explaining that each theory speaks a different language, but they lack a common protolanguage. Because both "languages" are correct, a third "musical language" must connect the two theories.

**Step 3 (connect through the concrete):** The third stage entails connecting the simple first stage and the slightly more detailed second stage, thereby creating a concrete third stage. Thus, writers are asked to hone in on the idea of music as a simile for bridging both theories. This is based on the idea that language and music share similar tonal qualities. The "strings" connecting the two laws of nature are equated with a "harmonic bridge", a kind of musical apparatus connecting both languages. Thus, the simile is that a harmonic bridge is like a string.

Writers are then asked to rationalise their simile. In the example given above of a harmonic or musical bridge, the simile is rooted (according to most writers) in the universal nature of sound and music. Everyone has an intuitive sense of harmonics, even if they lack a technical command of the subject. Further, music crosses every culture without the aid of a natural language. While a harmonic bridge hints at a similarly abstract idea it actually taps into a deep and primal impulse for rhythm and sound. Although imperfect, many writers argue that music's universal nature can link the abstraction of both theories for most readers.
Discussion

A nice side effect of teaching science writing through astronomy is that novice writers — namely, undergraduates in applied fields of science — learn quite a bit about astronomy. Even astronomy majors are surprised by their increased level of understanding. Although astronomy students bring greater depth to the workshops, our approach brings greater breadth. But writing about astronomy has other selling points.

As with using writing to learn about astronomy, our process of using astronomy to learn about writing can be easily ported to similar environments. While travelling, for instance, we regularly visit science museums and planetariums that feature outreach programmes and in-house activities for all ages. A brief writing exercise would be ideal for at least some of these venues because it burns a deep imprint of the subject in the participant’s mind. That in itself is reason enough to rethink astronomy in respect to writing, since few topics are more interesting or enjoyable than contemplating our little corner of the cosmos.
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